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K Spain. His term carried him through the period of the war and
B through much of Roosevelt's first term as president.
M Senator Rawlins returned to Utah amid the plaudits of his peo- -

M pie. His career in the senate is always pointed to by Utahns of all
fl parties as a model and they delight to do him honor. In recalling the
B services of this truly great man, who fulfilled his tasks without osten- -

H tation but in a way to win the enthusiastic commendation of his state,
8 we, too, delight to pay him this small tribute of esteem in the name

of all Utah.
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I! SANCTIFYING PARTY PLEDGES.

Hi
m XJV'EMOCRATIC solons crowned their career of absurdities when
M JL they introduced a bill in the last legislature making it illegal for

H a legislator to repudiate platform pledges. Failure to vote in the leg--
Hr islature for measures to which he had committed himself by pledge

H in convention was declared to be an offense calling for the resignation
B1 of the recreant legislator.
M Such a law is obviously unconstitutional because it binds a legis- -

B lator to ignore the welfare of the state once he has subscribed to the
flf party pledge. It is in direct conflict with his oath as a lawmaker. It
H places the party pledge above the oath of office.

M There has been the usual political hypocrisy in this legislature
M about the point of honor involved in a party pledge. An effort has
fl been made to give the party pledge a sanctity which it ought not to
1 ' possess.
M A party pledge is almost always a form of intimidation. A clique
M controlling a convention is able to bind all of the candidates by pledge
m to legislation which may turn out to be injurious to the state. If the
M legislator, bound by his oath of office and his conscience to vote only
m for the best interests of his state, undertakes to fulfill that obligation
m he is denounced by a sinister clique as a traitor to his party and lost
M to all sense of honor.
M In this, as in most problems of life, there is the golden mean.
M Everything being equal a legislator should keep his party pledge, but
H- - when he is sworn in as a legislator his duty is to the whole people and
H not to any convention or party. " If he discovers by what may be
B termed "new evidence" or by any other means that the pledged law is
fl unjust or harmful to the state his highest obligation is to vote against
M it, pledge or not pledge. He cannot escape his obligation simply by say- -

H ing that he is the hired man of the majority which elected him. Such
M a view of representative government would be ruinous. The will of
M the majority is always respectable even when its judgment is bad, but
M a majority, like an individual, can make honest mistakes. It is not
M infallible. Even a supreme court sometimes reverses itself when it
M obtains additional light. But fanatics and rogues have a new canon of
M i honor and probity. If legislators dare to do right after pledging
M themselves to do wrong they should be punished, declare these new- -
M fashioned moralists.
m The party pledge is liable to be a constantly recurring source of
B trouble in this state and it would be well if the people gave it serious
H thought. Its value in our system of government is doubtful. It can
m be employed, and is employed, as an instrument of intimidation, co- -

M ercion and injustice. No matter how laudable the legislation proposed
M the pledge always contains an element of coercion and a suggestion of
m injustice. It mortgages a candidate, if we may so state it, to pay for
m his election g certain things which he may discover to be wrong
M and vjcious. Even if the law to which he is pledged is admirable and
m worthy in every respect at the time when the pledge is given events
m occurring between the period of the convention or campaign and the
M time for voting in the legislature may transform the entire aspect of
m the legislation and make it something which the majority would wish
B to repudiate if they had the opportunity.

H 1 In our opinion the system of pledge-givin- g contains dynamite
H '' Whether it ought to be abolished or not is one that the people them- -

H selves should decide. It is not on a par with the old system of party
H platforms, for the platform, in all its history, never contained the im- -

H plication of an oath. The oath element of the party pledge has been a
Hi gradual and, at best, a dangerous evolution. And now our democratic
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legislators would add to the peril by cloaking the party pledge with l k

the majesty of the law. ,'
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RAILWAYS OF THE FUTURE. " t
WHEN the railroads were in private hands Utah justly complained

freight rates. With the federal government J

in control Utah still suffers from discriminations and, in addition, pays
the general increase of twenty-fiv- e per cent applicable to the whole
country.

The nature of the discriminations which the administration has ,

declined to remedy is illustrated by the rate on iron and steel. Sixty
cents a hundred pounds is charged on iron and steel from the Pitts-
burg mills to the Pacific coast. The rate from Salt Lake 'to the Pacific
coast is the same.

If it be asserted that there have been some few adjustments fa- -

vorable to Salt Lake and Utah under government administration it
can be said with equal truth that when the roads were privately con-

trolled the interstate commerce commission occasionally displayed
compassion for Utah. By fighting hard and persistently, by keep-

ing at it in seson and our rate experts were able to correct an
injustice here and there. They have done no better with the federal
railway administration.

Some will argue that if rates are increased equally all over the
country nobody suffers and they add that complaint can justly arise
only where there is discrimination. But how about our exports ? Just
now we talk about an over-producti- of copper and perhaps, all
things considered, there is over-productio- n, but is it not true that
oftentimes when we speak of over-producti- on we simply are saying
that our products cannot be manufactured and shipped cheaply enough
to suit the purses of the buyer? Is that not the case with copper at
this time?

Take the case of food products. People are starving in Europe
and Asia. Why? Because of the high prices of foodstuffs. There is
plenty of food but it costs too much to ship it. The world's systems
of distribution, which is to say the transportation lines, are at fault.
The time is coming' when we must so improve our systems of trans-
portation that no one will be starving in a world of plenty. In the
long run that signifies lower transportation rates, not rates that will
bankrupt roads, but rates that will be adequate when the roads have
been scientifically developed and costs of transportation cheapened. '

When Utah can swiftly ship its fruit the maximum distance at a
minimum price then it can be said that transportation has been placed
on a scientific basis. But so long as our fruit must rot on the ground '

or, at best, be shipped, comparatively speaking, only ta few miles from
home, we cannot boast that the country's system of distribution is
giving its highest service to the country or to the world at large.

So long as men anywherp on the globe are starving because
freight rates are too high in Utah or Kansas or Ohio ; so long as chil-

dren die for want of clothing because the rates on Utah wool are too
high ; so long as the people of China or Australia suger for want of
transportation because Utah's iron and steel is excluded by discrimi- - W
natory freight rates, just so long will the railways of the United
States be operating below the level of maximum service.

We are aware that this opens a vast field of economic speculation
and we do not mean to pursue the subject further. We simply wish to
make the point that high rates and rate discriminations bring priva-
tions somewhere on the globe and to make the additional point that
one of the great tasks before the world is to improve distribution so
as to do the greatest good to the greatest number.

There was a time when it was the business policy of the manu-

facturer to sell to a limited number at a high price, but now it is the
policy of our biggest industrial concerns to sell to as many as possible HJ'

at a small margin of profit on each unit. There was a time, under
private ownership and administration, when it was the policy of the
roads to do a limited amount of business at high rates, but toward the
close of private administration it became the policy to do an unlimited
business at low rates, It! is not difficult to designate the nolicy that
serves the country best. V


